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Fallout 4 minigun turret mod

Ground-mounted The CommonwealthFallout 4 settlements (optional) Ceiling/Wall Mounted Automated turrets will track and attack your targets relentlessly, but can often be reprogrammed from a nearby computer terminal. — Fallout 4 loading screens Automated turrets are robotic weapon systems found on the Commonwealth, island and Nuka-World in
2287. Background[edit source] Before the Great War automated turrets were used by large corporations and used by the military to serve as additional and unmanned security units, capable of selecting and attacking intruder targets. More than 200 years after the war, many of these turrets are still active and hostile to anyone who finds them. However, some
groups such as assailants, gunners, and super mutants have learned to control or create turrets to defend them. The Institute has even designed its own blue variant of the laser turret, based on pre-war models. The Surviving Solo can learn how to create multiple automated turrets, from fully integrated machine gun turrets to laser turrets and jury-mounted
missiles to defend their settlements. Each turret requires a variety of materials and, in some cases, requires an external power supply to operate. Features[edit source] Specifications[edit editing source] Machine gun turrets can be mounted on walls or ceiling. Some turrets can even be waterproofing, forcing them to close and become inactive when
submerged in water. Each turret has three different modes that can be indicated by the color of its light. When a turret is passive, its light will be green. If a turret is looking for a target, its light will turn yellow. When a turret finds a target, its light turns red and becomes hostile. A ground turret is made of a body, engines, cannon, combat inhibitor, and a tripod or
column base. Turrets under the control of assailants can also be kept in old shopping carts. They have different types of ammunition based on the Mk version of the turret, some with 5.56 mm cartridges or 5.56 mm incendiary cartridges. Wall- or ceiling-mounted turrets use 10 mm cartridges. Game attributes[edit source] These turrets have a body, barrel,
engines, and combat inhibitor selectable as targets. The combat inhibitor is on the opposite side of the gun, making it harder in combat. With the Killshot advantage, the gun will be significantly easier to aim at V.A.T.S. While closed and/or submerged in water, these turrets will take no damage. Turrets will actively track targets and become aware of an enemy
from a few rooms away. Some turrets are terminals and can be turned off or even made to serve the Sole Survivor if they have encountered the Total Hack problem with the turret override program. However, not all turrets connected to the terminals may be affected by this program due to the lack of a holodisk player. Variants[edit edit editing source] There
are three main types of turrets in the Commonwealth. there the roof and wall-mounted bubble turrets that can be found in pre-war locations around the moor. The second type are turrets that are mounted on the ground and used by different hostile groups such as assailants, gunners and super mutants. The third type is a settlement turret that the player's
character can build to defend their various settlements throughout the Commonwealth. Wall/ceiling mounting[edit source] These turrets can be mounted on walls and ceilings. They are equipped with a dome, which contains the gun and seals when they do not actively track targets. While inactive they are immune to all forms of damage. A hatch in the dome
will open and expose the cannon and combat inhibitor when tracking a target. The Automatron add-on adds Tesla turrets to the game. Unlike their ballistic and laser counterparts, these turrets do not need to have a direct line of fire to damage the Surviving Solo. They will continue to fire at a point where electricity can arc to damage the Surviving Solo in case
they move behind the deck. Electricity arcs will only approach threats detected by turrets, even if the Single Survivor is still standing near a companion who is under attack while in a hidden or cautious state. Laser turret[edit source] One of the most common turrets found throughout the Commonwealth, these were used in many security systems in places
such as vaults, corporate buildings and military installations. When hostile they will attack targets with a single laser repetitively, just like a laser rifle. Laser turret - 3 shots[edit source] This variant of the laser turret will fire lasers quickly, almost as fast as a Gatling laser, albeit with much less precision. These turrets will also have increased health and damage.
Laser Turret - Institute[edit source] These turrets can be found within the Institute, and a similar variant is seen within Nuka-Galaxy. Instead of the normal red laser, these turrets are equipped with a blue laser variant commonly used in institute laser weapons. Machine gun turret[edit editing source] A simple turret found in many places before the war, machine
gun turrets often have low damage and great spread. Machine gun turret - 3 shots[edit source] Effectively a wall-mounted machine gun, the 3-shot machine gun turret can deal a lot of damage at close range. Tesla turret (Automatron)[edit source] This type of turret fires shocks of electricity, similar to the Tesla rifle. You don't need a line of sight, rather than
bow around obstacles and hit the player's character. They can be found in the decontamination room of the robobrain facilities. Mounted floor[edit source] Animatronic alien (Nuka-World)[edit source] These are animatronic dolls that are part of the Nuka-World Galactic Zone attraction, but also appear in The Gauntlet and the Zetans-shaped Nuka-World junk
depot. However, they are armed and programmed to attack the intruders. They look more like alien aliens appeared in Fallout 3, even having the same alien blaster looking. Barney's turret[edit source] Unique variants of barney Rook's machine gun turret. They can be found scattered throughout the city of Salem, and are controlled by nearby terminals. Far
Harbor[edit source] Defense constructions are digital entities found only on the Best Left Forgotten mission while retrieving DiMA's memories. They protect indexers from sentinel intrusion countermeasures. Their appearance is similar to wall and ceiling turrets, but they are only able to be placed on the ground. Its exterior is animated with a moving green
digital print and blue data beams fire at enemies. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Defense construction xx009593110104525ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Mk I machine gun turret[edit editing source] The Mk I machine gun
turret is the most common and weak turret type available. They have decent amounts of health, and use a basic machine gun that deals reasonable amounts of damage in short periods of time. Distinguishable by its faded green paint scheme. Mk III machine gun turret[edit editing source] Stronger than the normal Mk I, the Mk III machine gun turret uses high-
powered projectiles. As with Mk I turrets, some also have a faded green layer. Despite having 10mm HE labeled on their chassis, they drop 5.56mm rounds Mk V machine gun turret[edit source] Mk V machine gun turrets are stronger than previous versions and use incendiary rounds that stun targets. However, they fire at a slower rate. This variant has a
darker paint scheme compared to the other turrets. Mk VII machine gun turret[edit source] These turrets use 5.56 mm explosive projectiles and are only found in certain locations. They can stun enemies and do very high amounts of damage. Mk I machine gun turret - shopping cart[edit editing source] A machine gun turret placed on a shopping cart. These
have the same stats as a normal machine gun turret, but cannot rotate. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Machinegun turret - shopping cart00116002610802010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) 5.56mm Mk III Round
Machine Gun Turret - Shopping Cart[edit editing source] Similar to MK I machine gun turret, but with higher stats. Name (ID of Machinegun turret - shopping cart0023859F610802010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) 5.56mm Mk V
Round Machine Gun Turret - Shopping Cart[edit Source] Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorabilitiesItems Machine Gun Turret - Shopping Cart002385A0610802010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Fearless: Reckless: never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0 ) 5.56mm Round Machinegun
Turret Mk VII - Shopping Cart[edit Source] Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorabilitiesItems Machine Gun Turret - Shopping Cart002385A1610802010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee round settlement turrets (0) 5.56 mm[edit source] These
turrets can be built by the Surviv only to defend settlements. Each provides defense to a settlement and will help when a settlement is attacked. To build these turrets the player character needs different ranks of Science! and Gun Nut's advantages. They will also require a large number of components to manufacture and repair them. Spotlight turret[edit
source] The focus turret is installed on a tripod pedestal and produces a light that attaches to enemies as they get close enough. Requires 2 power from a generator to provide 2 defenses for the settlement. They can be configured to target the player's character using a linked terminal. The focus can be scrapped for three steel. With Scrapper Level 3, the
player's character will also claim a gear and a glass. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Spotlight turret0022B18D61010010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0 ) Crafting[edit source] Spotlight - wall mounted (Automatron)[edit
editing source] A wall-mounted projector that only requires one power unit to operate. Construction[edit source] Machine gun turret[edit editing source] Standard machine gun turret mounted on a tripod. The variant depends on the location and provides 5 defense points. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Machinegun
turret000B36410802010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) Manufacture[edit source] Heavy machine gun turret[edit source] Similar to the machine gun turret, but appears to be locked wherever it is placed. Provides 8 defense points. Mk
VII variants use explosive ammo that skids at enemies. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Heavy Machine Gun Turret001167A812101504525ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) Manufacture[edit source] Laser turret[edit
source] Semi-automatic laser gun on a tripod. It requires power to function and has a lower rate of fire than of the machine gun, but compensates for it in precision and range that allow it to be placed in very high places effectively. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Turret Laser0019A7F26101002010ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack
enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help (0) Manufacture[edit source] Heavy laser turret[edit editing source] Automatic laser gun on a tripod. Although not as accurate as its lighter variant, it compensates with its very high rate of fire while maintaining its very long range. Provides 12 defense points.
Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Heavy Laser Turret0022B59D12101253525ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) Manufacture[edit editing source] Shotgun turret[edit source] Turret firing shotgun projectiles. Pretty powerful,
but it has a limited range. Despite being armed with a gun, it requires power to function. Provides 8 defense points. Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Shotgun turret0022B18320101403525ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee
missile turret (0) [edit editing source] Missile turret[edit source] armed with a four-gun missile launcher. Extremely powerful due to its explosive artillery and will even eliminate vertibirds with ease. However, care must be taken for their placement, as lost missiles can accidentally eliminate generators or other turrets and can even kill the player's character.
Name (Form ID)StatisticsBehaviorAbilitiesItems Missile Turret0022B18428101503525ImmuneImmune? Aggressive: Attack enemies in sight. Foolish: He'll never run away or avoid anyone. It doesn't help anyone: It won't help anyone. Melee (0) Crafting[edit source] Notes[edit edit editing source] Although turrets do not work underwater, they can be
waterproofed, allowing them to automatically retract and turn off when submerged in water. [1] An example of this is the turrets at the Weston water treatment plant. Variants can be randomly created in settlements using 8 steel, 1 circuit, 2 gears and 2 oils. Standard Mk I, Mk III, Mk V and Mk VII turrets do not require power from a generator to operate. If
destroyed in an attack, materials used to build turrets must be worn out to repair them. Despite the 10 mm HE labeling on Mk III turrets, their destruction produces 5.56 mm shells. After destruction, machine gun turrets explode violently, dealing small amounts of damage to anyone nearby and often knocking them down. Missile turrets not only visibly deploy
a four-gun missile launcher, but also use it when firing on salvos of three to four missiles per attack. Sometimes they fire only one missile, but the remaining three usually follow a few moments later, overwhelming barrage until they or their energy source are destroyed. The large amount of damage that damage missile turrets clear is counteracted to some
extent by their long reload time, but a salvo is often enough to annihilate the target and everything nearby. One or two turrets can knock down a vertibird with a single, almost perfectly perfectly perfectly It flies missiles in any difficulty, often before the passengers of the steering wheel have the opportunity to disembark, making them extremely useful in
defending the Castle from the air assaults of the Brotherhood of Steel. The turrets themselves, regardless of where they were from when the bombs fell, still appear to be in full working condition, as Piper mentioned while relating to his hot plate being on the fritz. Appearances[edit edit editing source] automated turrets only appear in Fallout 4. Errors[edit
source] turrets in the spotlights of the Xbox One Solution for PC Playstation 4 will occasionally stop visually shining. [verified] This error can be corrected by unscrewing and re-feeding the turret with a terminal. Storage and reconstruction of the turret. Pick up the turret and then press the Cancel Motion Key Extraction and reconnect the PC Playstation 4 Xbox
One Power Cable The invisible root of the machine gun turret is separated from the visible base of the turret and can be launched at a considerable distance from its original location if the turret is destroyed. If this happens with a reappearing hostile turret, the reappeared turret will be placed wherever the root object lands, not where the turret was originally
placed. This can make turret placement appear randomized during repeated visits to a location. [verified] Gallery[edit font] Add a photo to this gallery References[edit editing source] - Registry Installations: Finished waterproofing updates to the turret defense system. Initial tests look promising: the new sensors should turn them off if the place floods again.
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